Figure 2. Network of Twitter users Tweeting and Retweeting about childhood trauma and race from July 2014 through December 2016 (n=3,167).

Marty Lang
@martylang
What will immigrant children feel like at school tomorrow? LGBTQ kids? Black kids? Girls? A national trauma is about to begin #ElectionNight

Black Intifada
@IntifadaBlack
Native America kids in America have the same traumatic stress as Americans returning from war in Afghanistan. https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/...

Sarah Rachel
@biblicallynamed
Police can kill ppl in front of children in a black neighborhood and no trauma counselors are sent. Wake up White America. This is sickness.

Raw Story
@RawStory
WATCH: Jorge Ramos shows how Trump’s candidacy is traumatizing young Latino kids ow.ly/cgae305K134